Top Management and Performance Challenges
in the Department of Justice - 2005
1. Counterterrorism: The highest priority of the Department of Justice (Department)
continues to be its efforts to deter, prevent, and detect future terrorist acts. Given
the importance of this ongoing challenge, a significant amount of the Office of the
Inspector General's (OIG) oversight efforts in the 4 years since September 11, 2001,
have focused on Department programs and operations related to counterterrorism
and national security issues. While a series of OIG reviews issued during the past
year identified areas in need of improvement, we believe the Department continues
to make progress in addressing this preeminent challenge.
Much of the OIG's oversight work related to counterterrorism involves the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Since the September 11 terrorist attacks, the FBI has
made a concerted effort to transform itself from a traditional law enforcement
agency that investigates crimes after they have been committed to a more proactive
agency that seeks to prevent terrorist acts. To gauge the FBI's success at making
this transition, the OIG has completed three reviews over the past 2 years that have
examined the FBI's reallocation of resources from traditional criminal investigations
to counterterrorism and counterintelligence matters.
The most recent OIG report on this subject, completed in late September 2005,
showed that between fiscal years (FY) 2000 and 2004 the FBI formally reallocated
1,143 field agent positions away from investigating traditional criminal matters and
placed these resources primarily in terrorism-related programs. In addition to the
formal reallocation of positions, we found that the FBI actually utilized almost 2,200
fewer field agents to investigate traditional criminal matters, such as bank robbery
and drug crimes, in FY 2004 than it had in FY 2000. According to senior FBI officials,
the additional agents were diverted from criminal investigative areas to terrorismrelated matters as needs arose. For example, FBI field offices were directed to
ensure that no terrorism-related matter went unaddressed, which primarily
contributed to the significant gap in the utilization and allocation figures in FBI
criminal investigations.
Also during the past year, the OIG examined the work of the Department's
counterterrorism task forces; the FBI's recruitment and training of intelligence
analysts; the FBI's information technology (IT) initiatives such as the Trilogy Project,
its failed Virtual Case File effort, and its ongoing effort on a replacement case
management system called Sentinel; the FBI's management of the Terrorist
Screening Center (TSC); and the TSC's efforts to support the Transportation Security
Administration's Secure Flight program. We discuss several of these reviews in this
section, as well as in other sections of this document where they relate to different
management challenges.
In June 2005, the OIG released a report that evaluated the operations of five
Department counterterrorism task forces and advisory councils that were either
created or expanded after the September 11 terrorist attacks. The OIG review
assessed the role and operations of these task forces and councils - whether they
were achieving their purposes, and whether gaps, duplication, or overlap existed in

the groups' counterterrorism coverage. The five groups examined in the OIG review
were the Joint Terrorism Task Forces (led by FBI field offices with participation by
other Department of Justice, federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies)
which seek to prevent terrorist incidents and investigate terrorism threats); National
Joint Terrorism Task Force (led by the FBI) which provides administrative, logistical,
and training support to the Joint Terrorism Task Forces; Anti-Terrorism Advisory
Councils (led by U.S. Attorneys) which aid the exchange of terrorism-related
information among federal, state, and local organizations in the public and private
sectors; National Security Coordination Council (led by the Deputy Attorney General
and composed of senior Department officials) which defines and coordinates the
Department's counterterrorism strategy; and the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task
Force (led by the FBI) which provides data to task forces and other government
agencies to help prevent terrorists from entering the United States, locates terrorists
who have entered the country, and assists in terrorism investigations.
In sum, the OIG review concluded that the terrorism task forces and advisory
councils generally function as intended, without significant duplication of effort, and
that they contribute significantly to the Department's counterterrorism efforts.
Specifically, we found that the Department's terrorism task forces and advisory
councils improved information sharing among law enforcement agencies, the
intelligence community, and private industry by broadening the pool of individuals
with security clearances and providing forums for information exchange about
terrorism matters.
However, the OIG review also identified a series of management and resource issues
affecting the operation of the task forces and advisory councils. Those problems
included the need for more stable leadership among the task forces and councils,
better training for participants, increased attention to the Foreign Terrorist Tracking
Task Force, greater involvement in the task forces by the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA), additional resources, and increased coverage of remote areas.
The OIG report provided 28 recommendations to help the Department improve the
operations of its various counterterrorism task forces and councils. The Department
concurred with all 28 recommendations.
Other OIG reviews have identified additional areas in need of significant
improvement in order for the Department to most effectively meet its
counterterrorism responsibilities. For example, in several reviews, the OIG has
reported on the urgent need to upgrade the FBI's IT systems. In essence, the FBI is
in the business of uncovering, analyzing, sharing, and acting on information. To do
so effectively and fully, it must have state-of-the-art IT and case management
systems. But the FBI's current IT systems fall far short of what is needed, and its
efforts to create a modern case management system to catalogue, retrieve, and
share case information have not succeeded. The successful upgrade of the FBI's IT
systems - as well as the development and integration of other important IT systems
throughout the Department - remains one of the top challenges facing the
Department in the years ahead. This issue is discussed in more detail in this
document under Challenge 4.
In addition, to effectively meet its counterterrorism mission the FBI must value and
support to a greater degree staff with technical skills. For example, until recently the
FBI did not adequately value the contributions of intelligence analysts. The FBI's
historic view was that its special agents performed the key work of the agency while

intelligence analysts (and other non-agent support personnel such as scientists and
linguists) primarily were viewed in a less important support role for ongoing cases.
A May 2005 OIG audit examined the FBI's efforts to hire, train, and retain its
intelligence analysts. Since the September 11 terrorist attacks, the FBI has
emphasized the development of its intelligence analysis capabilities to help meet its
highest priority of preventing future terrorist attacks. In the three years since the
September 11 terrorist attacks, the FBI's analytical corps has grown from 1,023
analysts in October 2001 to 1,403 analysts in October 2004 - a net increase of 380
intelligence analysts or 37 percent.
The OIG audit found that the FBI has made progress in hiring and training
intelligence analysts. However, the OIG found several areas in need of improvement.
For example, the FBI fell short of its FY 2004 hiring goals and ended the fiscal year
with a vacancy rate of 32 percent. In addition, the FBI has made slow progress
toward developing a quality training curriculum for new analysts. The initial basic
training course offered from 2002 to 2004 was not well attended and received
negative evaluations. Furthermore, an OIG survey of FBI intelligence analysts found
that work requiring analytical skills accounted for about 50 percent of the analysts'
time, and many analysts reported performing administrative or other non-analytical
tasks. In addition, some analysts said that not all FBI special agents, who often
supervise the analysts, understand the capabilities and functions of intelligence
analysts. Finally, our survey found that 22 percent of the FBI's current intelligence
analysts said they plan to leave the FBI within 5 years. Among analysts hired since
FY 2002, 35 percent said they do not plan to remain with the FBI for 5 years.
The OIG report made 15 recommendations to help the FBI improve its efforts to hire,
train, and retain intelligence analysts. These include recommending that the FBI
develop and implement a threat-based or risk-based methodology for determining
the number of intelligence analysts required and for allocating the positions among
FBI offices; assess the work done by intelligence analysts to determine what is
analytical in nature and what general administrative support of investigations can
more effectively be performed by other support or administrative personnel; and
develop retention and succession strategies for intelligence analysts. The FBI agreed
with all of the recommendations. To date, the FBI has fully addressed 4 of our 15
recommendations, including improving its applicant processing and training
programs, and establishing a funded staffing level for analysts.
In a report issued in March 2005, the OIG examined the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives' (ATF) implementation of the Safe Explosives Act,
implemented as part of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to expand the ATF's
licensing authority over the manufacture, purchase, and use of explosives. This issue
can affect the ability of individuals to obtain and use explosives in terrorist acts.
The OIG found critical deficiencies in the ATF's implementation of the Act, including
that the ATF did not effectively identify and prevent potentially dangerous individuals
from having access to explosives. According to ATF records, the ATF failed to request
an FBI background check on 9 percent of the more than 38,000 individuals who had
applied for permission to work with explosives. In addition, in cases where the ATF
had requested an FBI background check, the OIG found that in many cases the ATF
failed to complete the clearance process. As a result, 31 percent of the applicants
remained in a "pending" status in the ATF's Federal Licensing System. Until the ATF

completes the clearance process, applicants can continue to work with explosives.
The OIG found that, on average, these applicants had remained in a pending status
for 299 days. A finding of particular concern was that the individuals who remained
in a pending status included some who have extensive criminal records.
The OIG found other problems with the ATF's explosive licensing program, including
incomplete and error-filled records in the ATF's licensing database, and inadequate
training in explosives products provided to ATF inspectors who oversee explosives
licensees. In addition, the OIG found that the ATF only recently began to make plans
for implementing the authority granted by the Safe Explosives Act in November 2002
to collect and catalog samples of explosives at the ATF National Laboratory. The OIG
report made ten recommendations to help improve the ATF's implementation of the
Safe Explosives Act and more effectively regulate explosives within the United
States.
In sum, the Department's counterterrorism challenge is varied and unceasing. While
the Department has made progress in its counterterrorism efforts, continuing
improvements are needed because of the importance of and difficulties associated
with the Department's top challenge of detecting and deterring terrorism.
2. Sharing of Law Enforcement and Intelligence Information: The Department has made
strides this past year to improve its sharing of law enforcement and intelligence
information with federal, state, and local officials. The ability to share such
information timely and effectively is critical to the Department's success in
preventing violent crime and acts of terrorism.
As part of the OIG's September 2005 review of the FBI's reallocation of resources
from traditional crime areas to terrorism-related matters (discussed in Challenge 1),
the OIG interviewed FBI managers, other federal law enforcement officials, and
numerous state and local law enforcement personnel in 12 major cities to assess
their perspectives on the FBI's shift in priorities. The majority of FBI managers and
other law enforcement officials we interviewed at both the headquarters and field
office levels stated that the overall relationships between the FBI and other law
enforcement agencies have improved over the last few years. State and local law
enforcement officials also indicated that the FBI has shared more terrorism-related
information with them since the September 11 attacks. However, while they
welcome this intelligence information, many of the state and local officials we spoke
with said they would like the FBI to share more information related to traditional
crime areas, such as gangs.
Similarly, a June 2005 OIG review of the Department's counterterrorism task forces
and councils, which are responsible for coordinating and integrating intelligence and
law enforcement activities related to terrorism prevention and prosecution, found
that information sharing improved as a result of the task forces and councils. The
majority of state, local, and federal law enforcement officials interviewed by the OIG
stated that they were more satisfied with the exchange of terrorism information
since September 11, 2001.
In the past year, the OIG has reviewed several other Department programs and
operations related to the sharing of law enforcement and intelligence information,
including the integration of the FBI's and the Department of Homeland Security's
(DHS) automated fingerprint identification databases, the FBI-run Terrorism

Screening Center, the ATF's National Integrated Ballistic Information Network
(NIBIN), and the Department's Joint Automated Booking System. In these and other
reports, the OIG found that the Department has made progress in improving its
sharing of law enforcement and intelligence information, but it continues to face
significant challenges in this area, both within the Department and with its law
enforcement and intelligence agency partners.
For example, in June 2005 the OIG publicly released an unclassified, redacted
version of its report that examined the FBI's handling of intelligence information in
its possession prior to the September 11 attacks. The OIG review reported on
significant deficiencies in the FBI's handling of this intelligence information and
concluded that the FBI had failed to fully evaluate, investigate, exploit, and
disseminate information related to an Electronic Communication written by an FBI
agent in Phoenix, Arizona, that raised concerns about efforts by Usama Bin Laden to
send students to attend United States civil aviation schools to conduct terrorist
activities, and intelligence information available to the FBI regarding two of the
September 11 hijackers - Nawaf al Hazmi and Khalid al Mihdhar.
The causes for these failures were widespread and varied, ranging from poor
individual performance to more substantial systemic deficiencies that undermined
the FBI's efforts to detect and prevent terrorism. Among other things, the OIG
review described the systemic impediments that had hindered the sharing of
information between the FBI and the Central Intelligence Agency.
In its response to the OIG's report, the FBI described changes it has made related to
these issues since the September 11 attacks, including upgrading the physical
infrastructure in FBI field offices to handle classified information, establishing
centralized intelligence components in each field office, and training initiatives on
subjects such as disseminating threat-related information and the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act. In addition, the FBI created a panel to assess whether
any action should be taken with regard to the performance of FBI employees
described in the OIG report.
As discussed in more detail elsewhere in this document, one of the biggest obstacles
hindering the FBI's ability to rapidly and fully share information are problems
associated with its Information Technology (IT) systems, particularly the FBI's failure
to upgrade its automated case management system. The FBI believes that Sentinel,
the successor to the aborted Virtual Case File effort, will result in a case
management system that provides an automated workflow process, search
capabilities, and effective records and case management.
In this regard, the FBI is also the lead agency for developing an interagency Federal
Investigative Case Management System, with Sentinel serving as the application of
that framework for eventual adoption by other federal investigative agencies. The
DEA, ATF, DHS, and other participating agencies are relying on the FBI's successful
development of Sentinel to meet their own case management needs and enhance
information sharing within the federal law enforcement community. In an ongoing
review, we have found that the FBI allowed these agencies to review its completed
requirements for Sentinel, including the information-sharing requirements that need
to be incorporated into the system's design by the contractor. However, the FBI has
not yet asked the agencies to provide input in developing these requirements.

A separate OIG review examined another aspect of the Department's efforts to share
critical terrorism-related information with other federal, state, and local law
enforcement agencies. In June 2005, the OIG issued a report that assessed the
operations of the FBI's Terrorist Screening Center (TSC), a multi-agency effort led by
the FBI to consolidate the federal government's terrorist watch lists and provide 24
hour, 7 day-a-week responses for screening individuals against the consolidated
watch list. Prior to establishment of the TSC, the federal government relied on
multiple separate watch lists maintained by a variety of agencies to search for
terrorist-related information about individuals who apply for a visa, attempt to enter
the United States through a port of entry, travel internationally on a commercial
airline, or are stopped by a local law enforcement officer for a traffic violation.
The OIG found that the TSC made significant achievements in developing and
creating a consolidated terrorist watch list in a short period of time. However, the
report identified several areas of the TSC's operations that need improvement,
including database improvements, data accuracy and completeness, call center
management, operational planning, and coordination between participating agencies.
In addition, the OIG found that the TSC had not ensured that the information in its
terrorist screening database was complete and accurate. For example, the OIG found
instances where the consolidated database did not contain names that should have
been included on the watch list and inaccurate or inconsistent information related to
persons included in the database. The report made 40 recommendations to the TSC
to address areas such as database improvements, data accuracy and completeness,
call center management, and staffing, and the TSC generally agreed with the
recommendations. The TSC also stated that it implemented many of the OIG
recommendations and was conducting a record-by-record review of the watch list
database to ensure that the inaccuracies are fixed.
In a separate OIG review that examined the treatment of the September 11
detainees, one issue related to our finding of weaknesses in Department information
sharing remains unresolved more than 2 years after the report's issuance. In
response to our recommendation that federal immigration authorities work closely
with the Department and the FBI to develop a more effective process for sharing
information during future national emergencies that involve alien detainees, the
Department said that it was still working with the DHS to develop a memorandum of
understanding that would govern the detention of aliens of national security interest.
However, the memorandum of understanding had not yet been finalized.
Another aspect related to this challenge that the Department continues to address is
improving its ability to share fingerprint information with other federal agencies. In
December 2004, the OIG completed its fourth report in 4 years examining ongoing
efforts to integrate the FBI's automated fingerprint identification database (IAFIS)
with the DHS's automated fingerprint identification database (IDENT). Full
integration of IDENT and IAFIS will assist law enforcement and immigration officers
in identifying known criminals and known or suspected terrorists.
The December 2004 OIG report found that full integration of IDENT and IAFIS had
yet to be realized and that the Department and DHS still had not entered into a
memorandum of understanding to guide the integration of IAFIS and IDENT. In
response to the OIG's report, the FBI is now making weekly transmissions of the
fingerprints of known or suspected terrorists to the DHS, and the FBI has initiated
actions to improve the availability of its IAFIS fingerprint system. In addition, in April

2005 the federal government agreed on a common fingerprint enrollment standard
of 10 flat fingerprints for an integrated interoperable biometric fingerprint system. In
July 2005, the DHS Secretary announced that US-VISIT, the DHS entry-exit system,
would be modified to collect 10 fingerprints for enrollment. We believe this is a
significant step towards fully integrating law enforcement fingerprint identification
systems, and the OIG intends to initiate a follow-up review in FY 2006 to assess the
status of IDENT/IAFIS integration.
During the past year, the OIG examined several other Department systems intended
to enhance sharing of law enforcement information. For example, in June 2005, the
OIG issued a review of the NIBIN, a national ballistic imaging system designed to
assist federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies in solving gun-related
crimes by identifying potential matches between crime-scene bullets and shell
casings collected at other crime scenes. The OIG found that while the NIBIN program
had been fully deployed with the capability to compare ballistic images on a national
level, the necessary equipment had not been deployed to the sites that could best
utilize it, and the nationwide search capability of NIBIN was rarely used. The OIG
also found that the ATF had not taken steps to maximize the entry of firearms
evidence into NIBIN.
The OIG also reviewed the Department's Joint Automated Booking System (JABS), a
computer system that helps federal law enforcement agencies book, identify, and
share information electronically about persons in federal custody. This May 2005 OIG
report found that JABS has made important progress by automating the booking
process in the Department's law enforcement components, providing an automated
interface with the FBI's fingerprint system, and providing basic data sharing between
components. However, the audit determined that JABS does not fully reduce booking
steps through data sharing as envisioned, resulting in component redundancy and
duplication of effort. The audit also found that the offender tracking system was
incomplete, which reduced agencies' ability to track offenders. The OIG made six
recommendations to improve JABS, and the Justice Management Division concurred
with the recommendations.
In sum, the Department continues to make improvements in the way it shares
intelligence and law enforcement information with other federal, state, and local
agencies. However, the Department must continue to focus on ensuring the
effective, secure, and timely sharing of intelligence and law enforcement information.
3. Department and FBI Intelligence-Related Reorganizations: As discussed in the first
two Challenges, the Department's ability to effectively gather, analyze, share, and
use intelligence information is critical to its success in meeting its counterterrorism
and counterintelligence challenges. Both the Department of Justice and the FBI are
reorganizing their national security elements into new structures, and this presents
significant management challenges. Part of this restructuring is in response to the
recommendations made by the President's Commission on the Intelligence
Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD
Commission). In addition, creation of the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (DNI) may have an impact on the activities, personnel, and budget in
counterterrorism and counterintelligence.
With regard to the reorganizations within the Department, the Department's national
security elements - the Office of Intelligence Policy Review, and the Criminal

Division's Counterterrorism and Counterespionage Sections - will be consolidated
under a new Assistant Attorney General for National Security. In addition, in
September 2005 the FBI created a new National Security Branch that combines the
FBI's Counterterrorism Division, Counterintelligence Division, and Directorate of
Intelligence. Both the Department's new division and the FBI's National Security
Branch will be subject to the coordination and budget authorities of the DNI.
According to the WMD Commission, the goal of this restructuring is to create a
stronger and more centralized management of the intelligence community.
The segments of the FBI affected by the creation of the National Security Branch
have been the subject of several major personnel increases and a series of major
and minor restructurings since the September 11 terrorist attacks. When the FBI first
attempted to bolster its intelligence capability in 2002 by creating an Office of
Intelligence within its Counterterrorism Division, the Counterterrorism Division had
approximately 200 agents. Today it has approximately 1,300 agents. In 2003,
intelligence authorities across all FBI programs (Criminal, Cyber, Counterterrorism,
and Counterintelligence) were unified under a new Office of Intelligence led by an
Executive Assistant Director, and the FBI began a major initiative to hire additional
intelligence analysts. More recently, a Directorate of Intelligence was established
within the FBI, comprised of a headquarters element as well as intelligence entities
in each FBI field office called Field Intelligence Groups. Under the September 2005
reorganization, the work of this Directorate must now be integrated with the
intelligence work of other federal agencies through the DNI.
For the FBI, one of the challenges is to successfully manage the strain placed upon
an organization when it undergoes repeated changes to its organizational structure.
As OIG audits have shown, the FBI already has undergone a major reprioritization of
resources since the September 11 terrorist attacks. To gauge the effects of this shift
in priorities, in September 2005 and September 2004 the OIG issued reviews that
examined the changes in the FBI's allocation of its personnel resources. In the 2004
review, the OIG determined that the FBI had reallocated resources in accord with its
shift in priorities from traditional criminal investigative work to counterterrorism and
counterintelligence matters. The OIG also found that the FBI reorganized itself with
the intent of creating a more proactive, intelligence-driven agency. The OIG report
recommended that the FBI regularly conduct similar detailed analyses of its agent
usage and case openings to provide a data-based view of the status of FBI
operations and to assist managers in evaluating the FBI's progress in meeting its
goals.
The Department's restructuring of its national security elements under a new
Assistant Attorney General for National Security similarly presents challenges for the
Department. This new structure will require creating new relationships with other
federal, state, and local agencies and new reporting structures. The restructuring
also will require the Department to make important decisions with respect to the
allocation of its limited resources. Accomplishing each of these tasks effectively and
efficiently, without any diminution in the Department's counterterrorism and
counterintelligence efforts, presents an important challenge for the Department.
Another major challenge facing the FBI as it focuses on restructuring its intelligence
division is improving its foreign language translation program. This program is critical
to national security because it supports the FBI's counterterrorism and
counterintelligence programs, as well as criminal and cyber-crimes investigations.

In July 2004, the OIG issued an audit that found that the FBI's collection of material
requiring translation had outpaced its translation capabilities and the FBI could not
translate all the foreign language counterterrorism and counterintelligence material it
collected. In addition, the OIG audit found that the FBI had difficulty in filling its
critical need for additional contract linguists and was not in full compliance with the
quality control standards it had adopted for reviews of the work of FBI linguists.
A follow-up review in July 2005 concluded that the FBI had taken steps to address
the OIG's recommendations from a year earlier and had made progress in improving
the operations of its foreign language translation program. However, the OIG found
that key deficiencies remain in the FBI's foreign language translation program,
including 1) a continuing backlog of unreviewed counterterrorism and
counterintelligence material; 2) some instances where high-priority material had not
been reviewed within 24 hours counter to FBI policy; and 3) continued challenges in
meeting linguist hiring goals and target staffing levels. In addition, implementation of
the FBI's quality control program has been slow, although the FBI had made
improvements in this area.
In August 2003, the OIG issued a report entitled, "A Review of the FBI's Performance
in Deterring, Detecting, and Investigating the Espionage Activities of Robert Philip
Hanssen." Hanssen's espionage began in November 1979 - 3 years after he joined
the FBI as a special agent - and continued intermittently until his arrest in February
2001. The OIG concluded that Hanssen escaped detection not because he was
extraordinarily clever and crafty, but because of long-standing systemic problems in
the FBI's counterintelligence program and a deeply flawed internal security program.
The OIG's report made 21 recommendations to help the FBI improve its internal
security and enhance its ability to deter and detect espionage.
The OIG has initiated a review of the FBI's progress in implementing the
recommendations contained in its August 2003 report. The follow-up review will
assess the FBI's response in the following five areas: 1) improving the FBI's
performance in detecting an FBI penetration; 2) improving coordination with the
Justice Department; 3) improving source recruitment, security, and handling; 4)
security improvements; and 5) management and administrative improvements.
In sum, the restructuring of the intelligence functions of the Department and the FBI
that is currently under way creates significant challenges. The effectiveness of critical
national security operations must be maintained and enhanced while the new
organizational structures are created and solidified. Additionally, the development of
a single and flexible intelligence community across multiple federal Departments is
an enormous undertaking. In the coming years, the OIG will continue to examine
how the Department and the FBI meet this multifaceted challenge.
4. Information Technology Systems Planning and Implementation: 2005 was a critical
year in IT systems development in the Department. The FBI acknowledged that it
would have to abandon its long-planned Virtual Case File system. The failure to
timely develop this system, and the FBI's stated loss of more than $100 million of
the $170 million invested in the project during its 3 years of development, were
major setbacks to the FBI's efforts to reshape itself technologically and provide its
employees with a modern, efficient case management system.

Congress has expressed its concerns about the Department's development of IT
systems, most recently in separate House- and Senate-passed appropriation bills
funding the Department in FY 2006. Both versions of the legislation would create a
new account, the Justice Information Sharing Technology account, to fund crosscutting Department IT initiatives and centralize control over information-sharing
systems within the Department and its components under the Department's Chief
Information Officer. According to the Senate report, the account is an effort to
provide "more control to the Department Chief Information Officer to ensure that
investments in information technology are well planned and aligned with the
Department's overall IT strategy and enterprise architecture." The Senate report
stated that the account would help ensure that Department components "build
systems that are interoperable with shared components and not stove piped systems
that become obsolete once operational."
Because the Department continues to face significant challenges in ensuring that its
IT systems are developed and deployed in a timely and cost-effective manner, the
OIG has undertaken a series of reviews examining key aspects of the Department's
IT development and implementation efforts. Specifically, a variety of OIG reviews
has assessed the Department's progress in Enterprise Architecture, project
management, business process re-engineering, and E government.
One ongoing OIG review is examining whether the Department is effectively
managing its IT investments and developing an appropriate Enterprise Architecture.
Preliminary audit results indicate that although the Department has not yet
established Enterprise Architecture or IT Investment Management processes, it is
actively developing and implementing new frameworks designed to establish these
necessary architecture and processes in the future. The audit noted, however, that
these frameworks are limited because the Department is relying on component
Enterprise Architectures and IT Investment Management processes to support the
overall Department-wide frameworks without ensuring the adequacy of the
component-level frameworks. To do this, the Department must take a greater role in
overseeing the completion of component Enterprise Architectures and IT Investment
Management processes.
These efforts are important in avoiding the well-known problems the FBI has had in
replacing its case management system. The FBI's efforts to develop a new electronic
case management system called the Virtual Case File have been unsuccessful, and in
early 2005 the FBI announced that is was terminating the Virtual Case File and
replacing it with a new information technology effort called Sentinel. The FBI expects
Sentinel to replace its antiquated paper-based case management system and enable
the FBI to more efficiently manage its criminal cases and more effectively share
information agency-wide and with other law enforcement and intelligence agencies.
A February 2005 OIG audit analyzed the problems with the FBI's IT modernization
effort. The report found that the FBI had successfully completed the first two
components of its IT modernization project, previously called Trilogy, which provided
the hardware and communications infrastructure needed to run the FBI's various
user applications, including its planned Virtual Case File. However, completion of this
portion of Trilogy was significantly delayed and more expensive than anticipated full deployment was completed 22 months later than expected, despite an additional
$78 million provided by Congress after the September 11 terrorist attacks to
accelerate deployment of Trilogy's infrastructure components. In addition, the total

costs for the infrastructure components of Trilogy increased from $238 million to
$337 million over the course of the project.
The OIG audit identified a variety of causes for the problems in the Trilogy project,
including poorly defined and slowly evolving design requirements, weak information
technology investment management practices, weaknesses in the way contractors
were retained and overseen, the lack of management continuity at the FBI on the
Trilogy project, unrealistic scheduling of tasks, and inadequate resolution of issues
that warned of problems in Trilogy's development. The OIG report also faulted the
FBI for moving forward with contracting for the Trilogy project without providing or
insisting upon defined requirements, specific milestones, critical decision review
points, and penalties for poor contractor performance.
At the request of the FBI Director and Congress, the OIG has initiated a long-term
audit of Sentinel, the FBI's successor system to the failed Virtual Case File, to closely
monitor its development and implementation. Initially, this audit is focusing on the
FBI's planning for the project, including its approach to developing the system,
management controls over the project, information technology management
processes, project baselines, contracting processes, and funding sources. Rather
than issue a single audit report, the OIG plans to issue a series of reports examining
discrete aspects of the Sentinel project, such as the FBI's monitoring of the
contractor's performance against established baselines and the progress of the
project.
As of October 2005, our preliminary assessment is that the FBI has instituted
important improvements in its IT management controls and practices that it did not
have when it attempted to develop the Virtual Case File. As our February 2005 audit
reported, the FBI's Virtual Case File effort suffered from poorly defined and slowly
evolving design requirements, IT Investment Management weaknesses, lack of an
Enterprise Architecture, and lack of management continuity and oversight. Our
preliminary review of Sentinel indicates that, for the most part, the FBI is attempting
to address these weaknesses in preparing for the Sentinel project.
However, despite these apparent improvements, our preliminary work has identified
several issues of concern that the FBI will need to focus on in order to successfully
develop and deploy the Sentinel case management project. For example, the FBI's
Sentinel Program Management Office is not yet fully organized and staffed with
systems engineers, contracting officers, and budget personnel. Further, the Sentinel
Program Manager, on loan from another agency, has committed to 2 years with an
option for a third year. Given the anticipated time frame for developing this project,
the Program Manager may have to be replaced before Sentinel is completed and
deployed. As noted in OIG audits, turnover of key personnel during the Trilogy effort
undermined that project.
In addition, the FBI's internal review process has identified a number of risks in the
Sentinel development process, risks that the OIG will review and monitor throughout
its audit. These risks include: 1) the program award schedule is very aggressive; 2)
Sentinel phases must interface with numerous legacy systems operated outside the
FBI's Office of the Chief Information Officer; 3) parallel FBI initiatives could result in
scope creep for the Sentinel project; 4) FBI mission or user requirements could
change and also result in scope creep; 5) evolving Enterprise Architecture standards
could present new design problems; and 6) total project costs are unknown.

As part of our ongoing audit, we also plan to review the FBI's plans to fund the
Sentinel project. In late September 2005, the FBI requested congressional approval
to reprogram $97 million from its current funds to pay for the first of Sentinel's four
development phases. As part of our ongoing Sentinel review, we plan to examine the
amount of funding required, the source of funding to bring the project to completion,
and the effect of FBI reprogrammings to fund Sentinel on other critical FBI
operations.
Other OIG IT-related reviews in the FBI have found that the FBI has made progress
by reorganizing its IT function and creating the Office of the Chief Information Officer
to manage centrally all IT responsibilities, activities, policies, and employees across
the FBI. The FBI has issued a Life Cycle Management Directive that now applies to its
IT projects a structured investment management process, including decision gate
reviews of proposed projects by an Investment Management Product Review Board.
Also, the FBI has made progress toward developing a mature Enterprise
Architecture. However, the FBI must ensure that it follows its IT investment
management processes and that its projects are consistent with the FBI's Enterprise
Architecture. In addition, the FBI must fully staff a professional Program
Management Office to ensure that approved IT projects meet cost, schedule,
performance, and technical benchmarks.
The OIG's IT reviews extend beyond the FBI. For example, in September 2004, the
OIG issued a review that found the DEA is making solid progress towards developing
Enterprise Architecture and IT investment management processes. The DEA had
completed much of its Enterprise Architecture, with the exception of developing a
target architecture and a transition plan to accomplish the target architecture. The
DEA had also improved the effectiveness of its IT investment management (ITIM) by
creating an IT investment awareness, characterizing its IT investment process
through structured processes, and building the foundation for current and future
investment success by establishing basic IT selection and control processes. By
taking steps to improve its ITIM processes, the DEA has begun to mitigate the risk of
basing its IT decisions on judgment, intuition, and partial data rather than on
objective, systematic, IT-related information that is routinely collected and analyzed
within the ITIM process. Institutionalizing the entire ITIM process will further reduce
such risks to the DEA.
However, the DEA had not yet established measures of Enterprise Architecture
progress, quality, compliance, and return on investment that are necessary to ensure
that the Enterprise Architecture meets the targeted milestones and complies with the
necessary regulatory requirements. In addition, the DEA had not established a
schedule for fully developing all IT investment management practices.
Since issuance of our report, the DEA has: 1) established configuration management
procedures for the completed Enterprise Architecture components; 2) outlined the
process to be used to integrate and document security and privacy requirements in
the target Enterprise Architecture; 3) created a schedule for completing Stages 3
through 5 of the IT investment management process; and 4) initiated the
development of a project management plan to include metrics for measuring
Enterprise Architecture progress, quality, compliance, and return on investment.
Another issue the OIG plans to track in the coming year is the Department's efforts
to upgrade its Internet protocol. An Internet protocol provides the addressing

mechanism that defines how and where information such as text, voice, and video
move across interconnected networks. According to IT experts, Internet protocol
version 4 (IPv4), which is widely used today, may not be able to accommodate the
increasing number of global users and devices that are connecting to the Internet.
Consequently, Internet protocol version 6 (IPv6) was developed to increase the
amount of available space, promote flexibility and functionality, and enhance
security.
The Office of Management and Budget has established June 2008 as the date by
which all federal agencies' infrastructure must use IPv6. However, a May 2005 audit
by the General Accountability Office (GAO) found that the majority of federal
agencies, including the Justice Department, had not yet initiated key planning
considerations for transitioning to IPv6. In particular, the GAO found that the
Department did not: 1) develop a business case, 2) have a transition plan, 3)
inventory their IPv6-capable equipment; and 4) estimate transition costs.
In sum, the Department's complex and interrelated IT systems play a vital role in
helping the Department meet its top priorities. Consequently, Department managers
and IT specialists need to commit to a sustained oversight effort to ensure that the
Department's IT systems are developed and managed effectively.
5. Information Technology Security: In addition to developing effective IT systems, the
Department is faced with the significant challenge of ensuring the security of its
critical IT systems and information. The OIG annually performs security assessments
and penetration testing of Department computer systems, as mandated by the
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). Under FISMA, the OIG
performs an independent evaluation of the Department's information security
program and practices.
Our reviews have found that the Department continues to make progress in
improving its IT security and, based on our system testing, the components have
improved their adherence to IT security policies and procedures. Although the
Department has made improvements with respect to its IT security, our FY 2004
testing found that the Department did not always perform verification of component
data collected for FISMA reports. In addition, we found that the FBI, the DEA, and
the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS) did not have a proper tracking system in place to
ensure that all of their employees received computer security awareness training and
education. The OIG also found that these components had not ensured that
contingency plans for all certified and accredited systems were tested. In addition,
the components insufficiently tracked vulnerabilities previously identified and
corrective actions already taken for their information technology systems. Moreover,
the OIG found that the FBI had not certified and accredited 6 of its 15 systems (40
percent) as reported in the OIG's FY 2004 FISMA review. As a result of our findings,
we provided the Department with recommendations for improving its IT security
oversight program.
In our FY 2005 FISMA reviews, we examined the security programs of the Justice
Management Division, FBI, Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and the DEA. As part of
our review, we also selected two classified systems (the FBI's Automated Case
Support System and the DEA's El Paso Intelligence Center Information System) and
two sensitive but unclassified systems (BOP's Inmate Telephone System II and DEA's
El Paso Intelligence Center Seizure System). We plan to issue separate reports in

December 2005 for each of these components and the four mission-critical systems
evaluated.
In addition, in July 2005 the OIG issued an audit that examined the policies and
practices in the Department regarding handling classified information on portable
computers. Our audit found that the current policies contain inappropriate and
confusing references and do not provide complete guidance and instructions.
Further, the OIG identified several innovative practices used by other agencies to
help improve the use of portable computers for processing classified information
while adequately safeguarding classified information. The report included 12
recommendations to assist the Department in improving the storing, processing, and
transmitting of classified information on portable computers. The Department
concurred with all 12 recommendations.
In sum, the Department's networks and databases are at continual risk from
unauthorized access as hackers and potential terrorists develop new techniques to
breach government computer systems. Ensuring the systems are secure is an
important and continuing challenge for the Department and its components.
6. Financial Management and Systems: The Department was successful in obtaining
unqualified opinions on each of the components' financial statements for both FYs
2005 and 2004, resulting in unqualified opinions on the Department's financial
statements for both years. This past year involved significant efforts on the part of
Department management to correct a series of deficiencies in its financial
management and systems that led to a disclaimer of opinion for FY 2004 on its
consolidated financial statements. The reason for the disclaimer was that the Office
of Justice Programs (OJP) received a disclaimer of opinion on its financial statements
for FY 2004, and this disclaimer was significant enough to affect the Department's
overall consolidated opinion. A second component, the ATF, received a qualified
opinion for FY 2004 while all other Department components received unqualified
opinions.
The Department proactively addressed these issues in preparing for the FY 2005
audit. It restated and re-audited the OJP financial statements for FY 2003 and FY
2004, resulting in the re-issuance of unqualified opinions for both years. OJP took
action to address the problems identified during the FY 2004 audit, including
improving its data, refining its grant accrual methodology, improving financial
reporting, and addressing the significant information systems environment control
weaknesses previously identified by the OIG. The ATF also was able to provide
sufficient supporting documentation for its FY 2004 accounts payable accrual to
enable an unqualified opinion on its FY 2004 financial statements.
The Department continues to face significant challenges because of the need to
correct long-standing financial and accounting control issues. While the Department
was successful in achieving unqualified opinions on its FY 2005 and 2004 financial
statements, it still has two material weaknesses at the consolidated level and ten at
the component level. For FY 2004, the consolidated report included two material
weaknesses and one reportable condition. The total number of material weaknesses
at the component level for FY 2005 remains unchanged from FY 2004, although the
components affected are somewhat different. For FY 2005, the Department was able
to eliminate one consolidated material weakness because of improvements in grant
accounting at OJP, but the previously cited consolidated reportable condition related

to information systems was elevated to a material weakness. At the component
level, the Department was successful in reducing the number of reportable conditions
from 13 in FY 2004 to 8 in FY 2005.
Even taking into account the significant progress made in correcting past years'
deficiencies, the Department's financial controls remain a serious management
challenge. To move forward, the Department must concentrate on standardizing and
integrating financial processes and systems to more efficiently support accounting
operations, facilitate preparation of financial statements, and streamline audit
processes. In an effort to address these and other deficiencies, the Department has
pursued the Unified Financial Management System project to replace the seven
major accounting systems currently used throughout the Department. While the
Department selected the vendor for the unified system in FY 2004, its progress in
implementing the new system has been slower than planned.
Currently, none of the Department's accounting systems are integrated with each
other. Consequently, Department-wide accounting information is produced manually,
which is costly and compromises the Department's ability to prepare financial
statements that are timely and in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Beginning in FY 2004, audits of the Department's components must be completed
within approximately 30 days of the end of the fiscal year for the Department to
successfully meet the accelerated reporting deadlines. The key to success in meeting
the expedited time lines is the quality of accounting records throughout the year.
Effective controls must be enforced to ensure accurate, timely financial information is
available throughout the year, not solely after the fiscal year ends.
For FY 2004, the Department was able to meet the new reporting deadlines, but at
the expense of an unqualified opinion. While the Department was able to regain its
unqualified opinions for FY 2005, it still faces significant challenges as evidenced by
the two consolidated and ten component material weaknesses. Because of the
Department's reliance on manual processes and multiple, ineffective financial
systems, its capability to provide managers with current and accurate financial
information also remains limited. For FY 2005, the Department's primary challenge
was to successfully address the known issues at OJP, ATF, and other components
while continuing to meet the reporting deadline. However, challenges involving the
USMS's internal control framework and management and recording of real property
were added this year and must be addressed by the Department in FY 2006.
7. Grant Management: Grant management remains a long-standing challenge in light of
the more than $3.5 billion appropriated to Department grant programs in FY 2005.
OIG audits have shown that grant awarding agencies, such as OJP and the Office of
Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS), need to ensure that grantees receive
clear, timely, and unambiguous guidance on the specific criteria under which
grantees will be held accountable. The myriad of policy guidance cited in "boilerplate"
application and award documents (OJP Financial Guide and COPS User Manuals) can
often be confusing and contradictory, increasing the risk that grantees will be less
likely to satisfy their fiduciary responsibility to safeguard grant funds and ensure
funds are used solely for the purposes for which they were awarded.

On a positive note, at the end of FY 2005 OJP had fully automated its request for
funding and financial reporting processes. However, the OIG has identified areas
related to the Department's management of grant programs that need further
improvement.
In March 2005, the OIG issued an audit report on the administration of tribal-specific
Department grant programs. We found that COPS, OJP, and the Office on Violence
Against Women were not effectively monitoring the tribal grant programs. These
components did not ensure that tribal grantees submitted information necessary to
assess grant implementation and achievement of grant objectives and did not
effectively monitor utilization of grant funds. We also found that the Department did
not have a formal process for coordination, information sharing, and training staff
responsible for monitoring and administering grants awarded to tribal governments.
Our report contained 53 recommendations that focus on the need to adequately
monitor grants, require financial and progress reports to be submitted in a timely
manner, and ensure that funds drawn down by grantees do not exceed immediate
needs for active grants and excess funds are not drawn down for expired grants.
As a result of the significant findings in the tribal grant audit, the OIG conducted a
follow-up review to evaluate the effectiveness of the Office for Victims of Crime tribal
victim assistance program. The OIG found a wide range in the effectiveness of four
individual grantee tribal victim assistance programs.
In November 2004, the OIG issued an audit of the OJP's No Suspect Casework DNA
Backlog Reduction Program, a grant program that provides funding to states for the
identification, collection, and analysis of DNA samples from evidence collected in
cases where no suspect was developed or in which the original suspect was
eliminated. Our audit found that OJP failed to closely monitor grantee progress in
using funds before awarding additional funds, implemented inconsistent program
requirements, and failed to ensure that program funds benefited the national DNA
database. We also determined that four grantee laboratories did not maintain
adequate documentation to substantiate that their oversight of contractor
laboratories met certain quality assurance requirements, and that some costs
charged to program awards were unallowable or unsupported. OJP agreed with our
recommendations and plans to correct the deficiencies we identified.
In a September 2004 audit, the OIG found that two OJP organizations that awarded
the majority of technical assistance grants did not consistently conduct program and
financial monitoring. In addition, we found little coordination between the program
offices and OJP's Office of the Comptroller. The OIG recommended that grant
managers receive annual training to ensure that they are knowledgeable about OJP's
requirements for submission of timely and accurate reports, grant monitoring, and
grant closeout procedures. We also recommended that OJP bureaus work with
grantees to develop performance or outcome measures to assess the effectiveness of
technical assistance and training grants. OJP agreed to take corrective actions in
response to the report's recommendations and by the end of FY 2005 it was in the
process of redesigning several business processes, updating the grant manager's
manual, and training grant managers. In response to another OIG recommendation,
several months earlier OJP had begun to require all technical assistance and training
grants to include performance and outcome measures.

Finally, the Department is facing the challenge to ensure that grants related to
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita are properly awarded and monitored. The OIG has
initiated a review of these grants and other grants related to hurricane
reconstruction and response.
8. Detention and Incarceration: The Department's significant responsibilities to detain
and incarcerate individuals held in the custody of the BOP and the USMS safely,
humanely, and at a reasonable cost remains a top Department challenge. Aspects of
this challenge include managing overcrowding in federal prisons, deterring staff
sexual abuse of inmates, providing adequate medical care, preventing the
introduction of contraband into the facilities, and housing detainees and inmates
incarcerated on terrorism-related charges.
With rising prison populations come many difficulties and expenses. One is the need
to provide cost effective medical care to inmates and detainees. A February 2004
OIG review examined the USMS's provision of medical care to prisoners in its
custody and concluded that the USMS was not effectively managing this program.
We identified deficiencies in how USMS was providing medical care, including a
failure to adequately track and monitor communicable diseases and a failure to
provide adequate emergency response to prisoners. We also found that by failing to
comply fully with statutory cost saving measures, the USMS was paying
approximately $7 million more annually than necessary for prisoner medical care.
Since issuance of the OIG audit, the USMS has secured funding through the Office of
Detention Trustee and as of August 2005 it was in the process of negotiating the
national managed health care contract.
We also are completing an audit of the BOP Pharmacy Services program. In this
audit, we found that the BOP spent approximately $51 million on pharmacy services
in 2004. We concluded that the BOP needs to assess its new initiatives that are
designed to reduce the cost of pharmacy services. In addition, BOP needs to improve
accountability and safeguarding of prescription medication and ensure its pharmacies
comply with existing policies for administration of prescription medication. Given the
growth in medical costs and the increasing size of the federal prisoner population,
the effectiveness with which the Department meets the medical needs of individuals
in its custody remains a top management challenge for the Department.
Another challenge presented by rising prison populations is the Department's ability
to obtain affordable detention space for individuals not housed in federal facilities. A
June 2005 audit examined the USMS's ability to obtain detention space for its
inmates and detainees in local facilities. Historically, the USMS used its Cooperative
Agreement Program to provide money to local jails for fund expansion in return for
guaranteed jail space for federal detainees. However, because funding for the
Cooperative Agreement Program was eliminated in FY 2005, the USMS expects to
lose more than 11,000 guaranteed bed spaces between FYs 2005 and 2029. In
addition, the USMS has identified 47 cities in which detention space is a serious or
emergency problem. The OIG review found that even though the USMS faces a
critical challenge to house its prisoners and detainees, it had not developed specific
plans for securing detention space, at a reasonable cost, once Cooperative
Agreement Program funding expires.
The Department faces different challenges in detaining terrorism suspects. For
example, the OIG currently is assessing whether the BOP has implemented adequate

controls over inmates' mail to protect the security of institutions and the public. This
review arose in response to concerns that 3 convicted terrorists incarcerated at the
U.S. Penitentiary in Florence, Colorado, wrote approximately 90 letters to individuals
outside prison, including Islamic extremists who are members of a Spanish terror cell
tied to the March 2004 terrorist train bombings in Madrid.
The OIG also plans to evaluate how well the BOP is regulating inmate use of
telephones. In October 2005, the OIG initiated a follow-up review to assess the
BOP's implementation of 17 recommendations from a 1999 OIG report that
evaluated the BOP's management of inmate telephone privileges. The initial review
was prompted in part by several prosecutions of high-profile inmates who were
convicted of committing crimes from inside a BOP facility. The review determined
that inmate abuse of prison telephones is a significant problem and that the BOP had
failed to institute measures to adequately control the abuse. The OIG found that the
BOP monitored only a small percentage of telephone calls and failed to target
inmates who posed a high risk of committing crimes using prison telephones. The
OIG recommendations focused on improving telephone monitoring, imposing
proactive restrictions on telephone privileges, and making the discipline of telephone
abusers more consistent. The follow-up review will evaluate the current status of the
BOP's management of inmate telephone privileges.
In response to an April 2004 OIG review of the BOP's recruitment, endorsement,
selection, and supervision of Muslim religious services providers, the BOP has taken
steps to implement the OIG's recommendations. For example, the OIG review found
that the BOP and the FBI did not adequately exchange information on the
organizations the BOP relies on to endorse candidates who provide religious services
to Muslims. We also found that inmates often led Islamic services subject only to
intermittent supervision from BOP staff members.
Since issuance of this report, the BOP has developed enhanced screening criteria for
religious services providers, and it has recruited an additional staff member to serve
as a liaison with the FBI. With respect to supervision practices, the BOP has accepted
the report's conclusions that inmate-led services should be reduced, that supervision
in the chapel areas should be enhanced, and that reading materials should be
screened more effectively.
The OIG's June 2003 Detainee Report and our December 2003 supplemental report
on the treatment of detainees at the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) in
Brooklyn, New York, made a series of recommendations to help improve procedures
for handling aliens arrested in connection with terrorism investigations. We also
recommended discipline for several MDC staff members who we found had physically
abused some of the detainees. The BOP has taken actions to address the systemic
recommendations, including: 1) modifying its training to address the appropriateness
of specific inmate escort techniques; 2) providing guidance to prison staff on the
prohibition of recording communications between inmates and their attorneys; and
3) implementing policies on videotaping incoming high-security inmates and
documenting injuries to inmates. In addition, in July 2005 the OIA completed its
review and sustained many of the OIG's findings. The BOP has initiated the
disciplinary process, and is still in the process of deciding the appropriate discipline.
The OIG continues to monitor the BOP's actions with regard to disciplinary action.

In April 2005, the OIG completed a review examining staff sexual abuse of federal
inmates. The report discussed the number of sexual abuse cases investigated by the
OIG in federal prisons and highlighted the shortcomings of current federal law in
deterring staff sexual abuse. The OIG found that current federal penalties making it
a misdemeanor to engage in unforced sexual abuse or sexual contact with an inmate
are out-of-step with similar state laws. In fact, the OIG found that unlike federal
laws, 43 of the 50 states make unforced sexual relations with inmates a felony. The
OIG also noted that current federal laws covering sexual abuse of inmates do not
apply when federal inmates are held in facilities under contract to the federal
government rather than in BOP facilities. The OIG's report recommended that the
Department seek passage of legislation: 1) to increase the statutory maximum
penalties for sexual abuse of an inmate and sexual contact with an inmate to a
felony, and 2) to extend federal criminal jurisdiction to individuals who engage in a
sexual act or sexual contact with a federal prisoner housed in a detention facility
under contract to the Department. House and Senate versions of legislation to
reauthorize the Department for FY 2006-2009 both contain language that would
address these shortcomings.
Historically, the confinement of individuals awaiting trial in federal court or
immigration proceedings was the responsibility of the USMS and the former
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). However, long-standing concerns
about the cost and efficiency of federal detention efforts by two separate Department
components resulted in a fragmented approach to detention management. Because
of the magnitude of these issues, the Department concluded that a central command
structure was key to realizing cost savings and improving efficiency in managing
detention activities. Consequently, in FY 2001 Congress created the Office of the
Federal Detention Trustee (OFDT) to centralize responsibility for detention and to
better plan for needed detention resources without unwanted duplication of effort or
competition with other Department components.
In a December 2004 audit, the OIG examined the funding and the accomplishments
of the OFDT since its inception, assessed how the OFDT coordinates and oversees
detention activities within the Department, and reviewed the office's plans for
managing detention needs. The OIG review found that the OFDT had not yet been
able to complete the goal of centralizing and overseeing Department detention
activities. The former INS's transfer to the Department of Homeland Security in
March 2003, leadership vacancies, and other obstacles have complicated the OFDT's
ability to build a firm foundation with a clearly defined organizational purpose. In
addition, the report found that recent funding shortages for detention issues have
necessitated the transfer of funds to the OFDT from other Department initiatives.
We recommended that the Department and the OFDT address the continued lack of
accuracy in estimating the cost of detention activities that has caused budgetary
shortfalls to occur and take steps to help contain the continually rising costs of
detention. In addition, we recommended that the Department take action to
establish the role and functions of the OFDT.
9. Judicial Security: Two OIG reports identified significant deficiencies in the USMS's
effort to ensure the security of the federal judiciary. The issue of judicial security
received national prominence in early March 2005 when two members of a federal
district court judge's family were murdered by a disgruntled litigant in Chicago,

Illinois, and a state judge, a court reporter, a deputy sheriff, and a federal agent
were killed by an escaped prisoner in Atlanta, Georgia.
In March 2004, the OIG issued a report on the USMS's efforts to improve its
protection of the federal judiciary. The review examined the USMS's ability to assess
threats and determine appropriate measures to protect members of the federal
judiciary during high-threat trials and while they are away from courthouses.
The OIG report found that after September 11, 2001, the USMS had placed greater
emphasis on judicial security by hiring 106 court security inspectors and improving
the physical security of courthouses. However, the OIG also found that the USMS's
threat assessments were often untimely and of questionable validity. Further, we
found that the USMS had only a limited capability to collect and share intelligence on
potential threats to the judiciary with USMS districts, the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task
Forces, and other law enforcement entities. Moreover, the USMS lacked adequate
standards for determining the appropriate protective measures that should be
applied to protect the judiciary against identified potential risks.
For example, the OIG found that the USMS failed in 73 percent of the cases to meet
its internal standard that requires threats against judges to be assessed within a
specific time period. In addition, the OIG review found that USMS failed to improve
the timeliness of its threat assessments despite a 30 percent decrease in the number
of reported threats since FY 2000. Furthermore, the OIG report found that the USMS
database used to assess threats has not been updated since 1996. The database
contained no information on the more than 4,900 threats made since that time,
including threats related to terrorism cases that have occurred since September 11,
2001.
The OIG review concluded that the USMS must improve its ability to assess threats
against the federal judiciary in an accurate and timely manner, and develop a
proactive approach to collecting and sharing the information necessary to this
security challenge. We made six recommendations to improve the USMS's judicial
security efforts.
Since issuance of our report, the USMS has reported that it instituted rating criteria
to identify, assess, and prioritize all threats and to ensure that all threats are
assessed within established time frames. However, the USMS's revised threat
assessment policies have not been formalized because, according to the USMS, other
revisions may result from the ongoing Attorney General's review of judicial security.
In response to another finding in the OIG report, the USMS said it had merged the
historical threat database into the Justice Detainee Information System which: (1)
allows additional data from closed cases with known outcomes to be utilized in the
comparative analysis of new threats, (2) allows the program to be used with greater
ease by analysts, and (3) improves the accuracy of the comparative analysis
process. In addition, data on approximately 4,900 threats that had not been entered
into the USMS's previous threat database have been entered into the new system.
The database now includes data on about 7,000 threats from 1980 to the present.
Moreover, the USMS appears to have made some progress in revising its policies to
establish risk-based standards and require after-action reports for high-threat trials
and protective details. The USMS has drafted a new protocol for conducting judicial

threat assessments, but USMS officials said the protocol will not be finalized until the
USMS receives recommendations from the ongoing Attorney General's judicial
security working group.
While the USMS has taken several significant steps to respond to the report's
recommendations, we believe it must make further action to improve its protection
of the federal judiciary. The USMS indicated in its response to our report that it
would assign full-time representatives to all 56 FBI Joint Terrorism Task Forces and
ensure effective liaison with intelligence agencies. However, it appears that overall
the USMS has reduced rather than increased its full-time representation on the Joint
Terrorism Task Forces. When our report was issued in March 2004, the USMS had 50
representatives assigned to Joint Terrorism Task Forces, 25 of whom were full-time
and 25 who were part-time. As of September 2005, the USMS had 58
representatives assigned to the Joint Terrorism Task Forces, but only 20 were fulltime and 38 were part-time. We believe that the continuing lack of full-time
representation on the task forces presents a potential intelligence vulnerability, not
only to the USMS's judicial security responsibilities but to all USMS missions.
In addition, our report recommended that the USMS create a capability to collect and
share intelligence. In response, the USMS established an Office of Protective
Intelligence to oversee the handling of judicial threat information. According to the
USMS, the Office of Protective Intelligence is responsible for the collection, analysis,
and dissemination of all intelligence relating to the safety of USMS protectees,
employees, facilities, and missions. However, it has been staffed with only five
positions since its creation in June 2004. While the USMS stated in May 2004 that
additional analysts would be reassigned to the office, those positions have not
materialized and, as of April 2005, the USMS had offered no timetable for the
transfer. We believe it is essential that the Office of Protective Intelligence be staffed
appropriately to effectively carry out its critical mission.
In another audit issued in May 2005, the OIG examined another aspect of judicial
security - the USMS's use of the more than 2,700 contract guards hired annually to
transport federal prisoners to and from court facilities and to guard federal prisoners
in courtrooms or cellblocks. The audit identified a number of serious deficiencies,
such as internal control weaknesses that allowed for the hiring of unqualified
individuals for guard service.
For example, the OIG review found that some of the independent contract guards
hired by the USMS lacked the experience required to qualify as contract guards. The
OIG audit also found that 30 percent of the armed contract guards did not always
receive their firearms refresher training every 6 months, as required by USMS policy.
In fact, 13 percent of the armed independent contractors had gone a year or longer
without re-qualifying with their firearms. Furthermore, due to lack of documentation
in USMS files the audit also could not verify that applicable background
investigations were performed on contract guards prior to their employment.
The OIG will continue to monitor the USMS's implementation of the
recommendations in both of these OIG reviews. While the USMS has begun to take
steps to respond to our recommendations, concerted, sustained action is needed to
protect the safety and security of federal judges and federal courthouses throughout
the country.

10. Supply and Demand for Drugs: An ongoing challenge for the Department is to reduce
both the supply of and demand for drugs. Law enforcement efforts to reduce the
supply of illegal drugs in the United States are an integral part of a comprehensive
drug strategy. However, enforcement alone is not sufficient to reduce illegal drug
use, and the Department faces a continuing challenge to finds ways to reduce both
the supply of and the demand for illegal drugs.
The federal government has funded programs on drug abuse education, prevention,
treatment, research, rehabilitation, drug-free workplaces, and drug testing in an
effort to reduce the demand for illegal drugs. On the supply reduction side, the
President's National Drug Control Strategy and the Department's FY 2003-FY 2008
Strategic Plan include strategies to reduce the drug supply in the United States by 10
percent by the end of FY 2008.
However, one of the growing challenges for the Department is reducing the illegal
diversion of prescription drugs for non-medical purposes. Diversion occurs when
legally produced pharmaceuticals are illegally obtained for non-medical use.
According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Agency, controlled
pharmaceutical diversion accounts for 30 percent of all reported deaths and injuries
associated with drug abuse.
A September 2002 OIG report found that the DEA did not adequately address the
problem of controlled pharmaceutical diversion, and that the DEA did not allocate
sufficient diversion investigators and special agents to its diversion efforts. We found
that the DEA focused the majority of its resources on dismantling drug trafficking
operations, despite alarming trends in the diversion of controlled pharmaceuticals.
Since our report, the DEA has allocated 158 new positions to diversion control;
requested permission from the Department to converts its diversion investigators to
special agents, thus expanding their investigative authority; and completed a review
of intelligence capabilities to provide improved support for diversion control. The DEA
also has developed a toll-free international hotline for people to report the illegal sale
and abuse of pharmaceutical drugs.
The OIG recently initiated a follow-up review of the DEA's Diversion Control Program,
including an in-depth look at the actions that DEA has taken in response to our
previous report on the diversion of controlled pharmaceuticals. Diversion has become
an increasingly widespread and serious problem in the United States. The reasons for
this increase include the recent availability of higher potency products and the use of
the Internet to facilitate diversion. The OIG's follow-up review will examine the DEA's
response to the growing problem of Internet diversion, as well as the amount of law
enforcement and intelligence support provided for diversion investigations.
Another significant challenge for the Department is addressing the supply and
demand for methamphetamines. In August 2005, the DEA announced that the first
nationally coordinated methamphetamine investigation resulted in more than 400
arrests and the dismantling of 56 clandestine drug laboratories nationwide.
Since 1998, the COPS Office has distributed more than $218 million under the
congressionally created methamphetamine initiative. Generally the purpose of these
COPS grants is to assist state and local law enforcement agencies in reducing the
production, distribution, and use of methamphetamine. In December 2004, the OIG

initiated a review to examine the adequacy of COPS' management of this initiative as
well as its administration and monitoring of grantee activities. We also are evaluating
the extent to which the grantees have administered grants in accordance with
applicable laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grant
awards.
Another continuing challenge for the Department is keeping drugs out of federal
prisons and rehabilitating drug-addicted inmates. In January 2003, the OIG issued
an evaluation that found that the BOP did not search visitors or monitor visiting
rooms adequately, did not search staff or take sufficient measures to prevent drug
smuggling by BOP staff, or provide adequate non-residential drug treatment to
inmates. In response to our recommendations in that report, the BOP has proposed
or implemented revisions to strengthen visitor searches, improve surveillance of
visiting rooms, to expand the use of non-contact visits, to expand drug interdiction
training to staff, to limit the size and content of staff's property entering the prisons,
to limit unsolicited mail received by inmates, to expand the non-residential drug
treatment program, and to provide incentives to inmates to participate in nonresidential drug treatment.
The BOP has not agreed with the OIG recommendation to search staff and their
property upon entry and has asked for additional time to study the results of other
actions it intends to take before making a final decision on searching staff. The OIG
plans to conduct a follow-up review in FY 2006 to evaluate the BOP's actions in
responding to the OIG's recommendations.
In sum, reducing the supply of illegal drugs, the diversion of legal prescription drugs
for illegal use, and the demand for illegal drugs remains a critical, ongoing challenge
for the Department.

